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Down to Business

Read About It... 
 
Buffett: The Making of an 
American Capitalist by Roger 
Lowenstein

Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson

Gates: How Microsoft’s Mogul 
Reinvented an Industry and 
Made Himself the Richest Man in 
America by Stephen Manes and 
Paul Andrews

Bezonomics: How Amazon Is 
Changing Our Lives and What 
the World’s Best Companies Are 
Learning from It by Brian Dumaine

The Warren Buffett Effect 

A key strategy to take from Warren 
Buffett is that profitability year over 
year comes from keeping excess 
spending low, keeping the product 
the best it can be, and investing in 
great managers.

The Steve Jobs Effect 
The great lesson that Steve Jobs 
embodied is “simplify and focus.” 
The attention to detail in creating 
any Apple product was narrowed 
to such simplicity that his products 
and brand remain the envy of the 
business world.

The Bill Gates Effect 
Become absolutely necessary. Gates 
created software that dominates the 
digital world. Few people on Earth 
have touched a digital device and 
not used a Microsoft product.

The Jeff Bezos Effect 
No matter what you think about 
Amazon’s domination of the market 
and the detrimental effect it has on 
local businesses, your company can 
emulate the genius of this empire. 
Bezos obsesses over customers. He 
starts with the customer and works 
backward to create an experience 
that will ensure their repeat 
business.

The best advice for anyone looking to improve is to emulate the traits of others who have already 

succeeded in that endeavor. In business, trying to look like other successful businesses can be elusive. 

What you need to do is improve the things that matter and save your efforts on those that don’t.

THE MAGIC OF 
BEING A COPYCAT
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Business 
Quotes

Print Advantage

“I had as many doubts as anyone 
else. Standing on the starting line, 
we’re all cowards.” 
 —Alberto Salazar

“Chase the vision, not the money; the 
money will end up following you.” 
 —Tony Hsieh, Zappos CEO

“Don’t worry about failure; you only 
have to be right once.” 
 —Drew Houston, Dropbox Co-
founder and CEO

“The secret to successful hiring is 
this: look for the people who want to 
change the world.” 
 —Marc Benioff, Salesforce CEO

“Even if you don’t have the perfect 
idea to begin with, you can likely 
adapt.” 
 —Victoria Ransom, Wildfire 
Interactive Co-founder

“If you just work on stuff that you like 
and you’re passionate about, you 
don’t have to have a master plan with 
how things will play out.” 
 —Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook 
Founder and CEO

“When you find an idea that you 
just can’t stop thinking about, that’s 
probably a good one to pursue.” 
 —Josh James, Omniture CEO and 
Co-founder

Getting images right in your print 
files will save you time and money. 

Image Quality  
DPI, or dots per square inch, is the 
number of tiny color dots that fill 
up a square inch of space. The 
more dots there are of DPI, the 
bigger that image can be enlarged 
before it starts to look pixelated. 
Printing DPI should be 300dpi or 
more. The standard Web DPI is 72. 

Raster vs. Vector   
Raster means an image or graphic 
is made up of pixels. When you 
enlarge the raster image, you are 

enlarging the pixels, so at a certain 
point the image starts to look 
pixelated. Raster files are typically 
jpg, jpeg, png, gif, and BMP images 
files.

Vector means that the image is 
made of lines and shapes that 
are 300dpi, and as they enlarge, 
the lines and shapes enlarge and 
stay 300dpi. These files don’t get 
pixelated and are meant to retain 
their quality no matter the size. 
These files are typically AI, EPS, or 
PDF files. (Beware: PDF files can 
also be raster, depending on how 
they were created.)

Have you ever sent something for printing, and it didn’t end up 

looking like the version on your screen? There are differences 

between print and digital you need to know, so you don’t waste 

time on a product you’ll end up unhappy with.

IN TERMS OF 
IMAGES...

“I never rush myself. See, they 

can’t start the game without me.”

 — Satchel Paige
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Featured Branded Merchandise

PLAN YOUR BRAND 
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Our team offers a wide variety of options for branded gifts for the 2020 Holiday Season. 

We offer branded ornaments, edible gift sets, spa sets, tech gifts, and so much more! 

Let our team find the perfect gift you can brand and send to your customers.

Call or email our team at Sun to get your order placed in time for the Holiday Season! 

803-791-1786 or info@SunSolutionsUSA.com

Branded Holiday 
Ornaments

Branded Edible 
Gifts of All Sizes

Unique Branded Gifts

Branded Seasonal Gifts

Branded Wine Glasses



Business 
Funnies®

FINISH 
STRONG!

Featured Product

Complete your print projects with binding and finishing touches. 

Collating – make sure all your pages are in order

Drilling – from one to three holes

Folding – precisely fold your brochures and mailers

Spiral Binding – using plastic or metal coiled binding of loose 
sheets of paper

Saddle Stitch – binding pages with center staples or other 
stitching; like bookmaking

Scoring – a machine makes an impression where the paper will 
be easy to fold

Perforating – a machine makes tiny holes in a line where a 
piece of paper can easily be torn off

Die Cutting – create a unique edge shape to give your product 
a professional finished look

It’s like the icing decorations on a cake—you wouldn’t 

leave it plain, just like you wouldn’t complete your 

printing without binding and finishing!

What are Customer-Service 
Communities?

They are places where customers, 
experts, partners, and others gather 
to discuss your products and things 
that affect your market, offer new 
ideas, and otherwise engage with one 
another about your company or brand.

Often social-media platforms are 
utilized for this kind of interaction. 
Other resources should be combined 
to create a more robust “community” 
of resources, like blogging, sending 
out surveys, and creating discussion 
groups either digitally or in person.

The benefit of thinking about all these 
resources as your customer-service 
community is the possibilities with 
customer communication. Reviews 
lead to improvements in products or 
services; shared ideas become new 
offerings and new revenue streams. 
The possibilities are endless.

“I need to buy a faster fastball.”

Customer-Service 
Communities

Customer Care
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Health & Wellness

Apps Scene

Have you ever stopped to think that 
you also feed your mind? Not food, 
exactly, but the information that comes 
in affects the thoughts that come out.

“Stand guard at the door of your 

mind.” —Jim Rohn

Ask any life coach or motivational 
speaker, and they will tell you that 
controlling what goes into your head 
helps control what thoughts dominate 
your thinking. And that matters 
because your thoughts control your 
behavior and your whole well-being.

Remember when you wanted to reach 
a goal so badly that you learned all 
you could about achieving it? You were 
filling your mind with information that 
allowed you to move in that direction. 
You probably watched videos, listened 
to podcasts, and read books or articles 
about others who have done what you 

were striving to do. It doesn’t matter if 
you achieved that goal yet or not, the 
message here is that you filled your 
mind with something useful.

The thoughts we have about ourselves, 
our life, our situation, our relationships, 
or our careers will mimic the emotional 
messages of the world we take in. The 
television shows we watch, the social 
media we take in, the news we read/
watch/listen to, all contribute to our 
outlook and the “voices in our heads.”

Cut out the drama; anything that 
demands that you feel extreme 
emotions is a target for reducing your 
time and attention.

When we instead feed ourselves 
with positive, healthy, and feel-good 
information, we are better leaders, 
better parents, better decision makers, 
and healthier beings overall.

This is no ordinary travel app. Tap into 
a little-known area of booking called 
“hidden city” flights. These are less 
expensive flights because they are 
mostly layovers to other destinations. 
Finding these flights and booking 
them on your own is a complicated 
process. But Skiplagged makes it as 
simple as a search from your phone. 
They do all the sifting through the 
possible combinations of flights to 
get you where you need to go.

Skiplagged 
Android & iOS

Do you like using Siri or Alexa? And 
do you sometimes wish they knew 
the answers to all of your questions 
instead of suggesting a Web search?  
Wolfram Alpha is your answer. This 
app is already a search of the Web 
and uses a complex algorithm to 
get you the answer, even compiling 
in-depth reports if you want them. 
It is excellent for more complex 
questions that Siri and Alexa don’t 
seem to handle well yet.

Wolfram Alpha 
Android & iOS

This brilliant app is like magic. 
Have you ever been at a restaurant 
watching the game and the place is 
too noisy to hear anything? Just open 
Tunity and point your phone at the TV. 
The app will scan the screen to find 
the program that’s on, then stream 
the audio to your phone. Tunity is a 
temporary TV tuner for any TV.

Tunity 
Android & iOS

What Are You 
Feeding Your 
Mind?
You feed your body nutritious 

food, and our bodies, joints, and 

energy reflect the kinds of foods 

we are eating. 
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Books in Review

 The New Corner 
Office: How the Most 
Successful People 
Work from Home 

by Laura Vanderkam

If social distancing has taught us 
anything, it is that some jobs can 
actually be done well from home. 

In The New Corner Office, Laura 
Vanderkam points to managing 
tasks and not time as a key 
strategy to thinking differently 
about working remotely. She 
says, “Going to an office for 8 
hours makes you feel like you’ve 
done something, even if you 
haven’t. Remote workers should 
set 3-5 ambitious goals for each 
day and consider the workday 
done when these are crossed off.” 

Working at home is all about a 
rhythm that is different than at 
an office, but she says, “A well-
planned day features time for 
focused work, interactive work, 
and rejuvenating breaks. In place 
of a commute, a consciously 
chosen shutdown ritual keeps 
work from continuing all night.”

For anyone who has made the 
switch to working from home or 
is thinking about it, Vanderkam 
has suggestions for how to thrive 
at it, not just survive.
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Featured Grand Format Solution

BRANDING AN
OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

Call or email our team at Sun to brand your office environment! 

803-791-1786 or info@SunSolutionsUSA.com

Our Grand Format team branded the 
corporate office and training center for 
Busby’s Heating and Air,

The new display in their lobby is to 
promote the company’s history and 
growth since 1945. The new displays 
in their training room promotes their 
mission and values to their workforce. 

Company Timeline Display in Lobby

Values Display in Training Room

Mission Display in Training Room

Team Slogan in Training Room



Working Together
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Finishing touches make a big 
impact. Create packaging and 
product bags that carry your 
name and brand!

Wrap It Up!

The Tank
Required Personnel: 
At least two teams of two to six people. 
one to four judges.

Environment: 
Can be in or out of the office.

Objective: 
Have a product chosen by the panel of 
judges to be invested in.

How to play: Mother Teresa was 
quoted as saying “I can do things you 
cannot. You can do things I cannot. 
Together, we can do great things.” 
Implementing that life lesson among 
your team can mean greater success.

» Choose at least two teams of two to 
six people and one to four judges.

» Each judge is given an equal 
amount of imaginary money to be 
later used to invest in each product 
and team.

» Give the teams a set amount of 
time (30-60 minutes should suffice) to 
design a product. It can be a physical 
prototype or just a design on paper, 
depending on resources. Teams 
must develop a team name, business 
plan, design, marketing strategy, and 
financial data for their product.

TIP: Having the employees make 
a product to fill a need within the 

organization can be great and may 
lead to some additional benefits.

» During the design phase, judges 
can facilitate by asking questions but 
should refrain from offering advice or 
guidance to the teams.

» After the set amount of time is up, 
teams pitch their products or ideas to 
the judges. Judges are encouraged 
to ask questions to decide which 
product they want to invest in.

» After all teams have pitched their 
products, the judges individually 
decide how much money they want 
to invest in each product.

» The team with the highest amount 
of investment is the winner.

Find more team building resources 
by Milton Campbell at www.growth 
tactics.net/team-building-activities-
for-work/.

TEAM BUILDING

> YOUR LOGO HERE < 
Your Firm’s Name, Address

& Phone Number Here 

Business Forum

Published by >Company Name<
>Address<
>Address<

Phone
000-000-0000 Local
000-000-0000 24-hour Voice Mail
800-000-0000 Toll Free

E-mail
Letters to the Editor
>your email address here<
Customer Service
>email address here<

Fax
000-000-0000

Web
>your web address here<
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Sun Solutions
345 Dreher Road
West Columbia, SC 29169

Phone
803.791.1786 Local
800.523.7058 Toll Free
E-mail
Letters to the Editor
Jacob.Cook@SunSolutionsUSA.com
Customer Service
info@SunSolutionsUSA.com
Fax
803.794.9487
Web
www.SunSolutionsUSA.comSUN SOLUTIONS IS PROUD TO BE A 

*Please note that anniversaries are recognized beginning at 3 years, followed by 5 
years and then onward in increments of 5.

November Birthdays

November Anniversaries

Marie Jackson – 11/7
Scott Cato – 11/09
Lindsay Jameson – 11/10
Cheryl Scott – 11/10
Chad Todd – 11/15

Todd Cockrell – 11/25
Juston Stiebing – 11/29
Melody Summers – 11/29
Chris Cooper – 11/30

Jacob Dubose – 10 years
Sammy Cook – 25 years


